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Brief Overview of the Roundtable Discussion 
 

On 9th November 2020, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad and Hanns 

Seidel Foundation jointly organized a round table discussion on “Technological 

Transformation in Pakistan: An Asset or Liability?” The aim of the discussion was to highlight 

the role of technology in our daily lives, discuss the challenges as well as opportunities for 

Pakistan to gain benefit from the technological transformation. 

The session commenced with the opening remarks by Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal, Former 

Federal Secretary of Information & Senior Member, Board of Advisors, CGSS. The panelists 

of the roundtable discussion included; 

 Mr. Tariq Malik- Former Chief Technology Officer, GHQ  

 Mr. Ammar Jaffri, Director General, Center of Information Technology (CIT) 

 Mr. Irfan ul Rehman, Chief Information Security Officer, VCISO  

 Barrister Waqas Aziz Qureshi, Senior Law Expert & Managing Partner, Transact 

Advisory Service 

 Mr. Ali Tanveer-Snr Cybersecurity Reseracher, NCSAEL 

 Mr. Shakeel Ahmad Ramay- Economic Expert 

 Mr. Tariq Khattak, Entrepreneur, Member Board of Experts, CGSS 

The discussion was moderated by Lieutenant Colonel Khalid Taimur Akram (Retd), 

Executive Director CGSS. 
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SUMMARY/ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal- Former Federal Secretary of Information & 

Senior Member, Board of Advisors, CGSS 

Technological transformation has become a pre-requisite for the development of the state 

and has multifaceted impact on human society. Despite 

performing low on digital participation matrix, Pakistan has 

made a great progress in transforming different sectors. 

There is a need to have inclusive progressive polices to 

protect the most vulnerable from social and economic 

exclusion in the aftermath of this technological shift.  

 

Dr. Steffen Kudella, Resident Representative, Hanns Seidel Foundation 

Pakistan 

The role of Artificial intelligence (AI) is changing the world more than anything else that even 

human choices will be shaped and influenced by modern 

technology. The technological development is one of the 

greatest challenges of our future. Computers and robots are 

replacing more and more human jobs, leading to social gap 

and other issues. On the other hand, technological 

development provides numerous opportunities as well. 

Health facilities have greatly improved by advanced 

technologies. However there is a need for identifying future challenges and craft their 

solutions beforehand. 
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Mr. Tariq Malik-Former Chief Technology Officer, GHQ 

 In Pakistan, unfortunately very few people understand the concept of digitalization. 

Digitalization is not just some gadget rather it’s a way of 

life. The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the process of 

digitalization. The technology is both an opportunity and a 

danger. The theory of “black swans” says that 

unpredictable high impact events play a vastly greater role 

than most people realize, for example the Covid-19 

Pandemic. The 2009 recession shrank the world economy 

by just 0.1% By the end of 2020 world output is expected to be about 8% lower than it would 

have been without the pandemic. All states in the world are severely affected by the Covid-

19 pandemic. Some states are recovering faster (China) while some have been hit extremely 

badly (Europe). So pandemic has made a major impact on the economies of the world but it 

has also exposed the strengths different economies. The service industry - industrial and 

manufacturing sector - has got hit by supply chain. Borders were closed. The health care 

immediately got impacted. Firms are more aware of the risks of supply chains that are both 

sprawling and fragile. Covid-19 increased the desire to diversify supplier and trade started 

to concentrate in regional blocks. Consumers’ switch from physical retail towards e-

commerce has quickened. During Covid-19 people started realizing that these are digital 

assets not liability.  But people lack the understanding of digital security. In 2019, Pakistan 

started working on E-Commerce Policy to augment e-Commerce industry’s growth, provide 

a single interface to e-Commerce enterprises through a single window hub, to streamline 

laws and regulatory framework for e-Commerce businesses, to contribute achieving higher 

export growth, promote small e-businesses and create employment opportunities through 

digital connectivity, training and financing, provide efficient e-Payment infrastructure, 

create enabling environment for e-businesses, creating responsive e-Commerce ecosystem, 

and ensure transparency and accountability in digital industry.  The E-Commerce Market 

Pakistan - 2020 has witnessed a year-on-year growth of 78.9pc and 33.3pc in volume and 

value, respectively. The revenues increased sharply by Rs2.3 billion to Rs9.4bn in Q4 FY20, 

bringing the yearly e-commerce revenue to Rs34.8b. The e-commerce transactions by debit, 
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credit and prepaid cards in FY2020 increased by around 88pc and 18pc in volume and trade 

as compared to last year. More SMEs and ladies e-commerce stores are coming up online that 

sell low-priced, every day use items than a more balanced product portfolio in terms of value. 

Pakistan has also created an application called “Gillaa.com” to address complains of 

consumers and the sellers. FBR has recently given a De-minimis rule for imported goods - 

declared value up to Rs. 5,000 to be exempted from customs duty or any other types of taxes. 

However it needs to do more work on; Incentivizing small retailers; Smart POS / QR codes; 

Taxes on returned goods and taxes; and E-commerce companies’ taxation methodology. So 

there are certain areas which will boom while some will keep going slow. Fields of education, 

health care, accounting fiancé have a lot of barriers which needs to be resolved. What we 

need to do is to invest on ideas and adopt digital technologies with built-in security. 

 

Mr. Irfan ul Rehman, Chief Information Security Officer, VCIS 

 Technology has two directions. One is without security and other is with security. If you go 

without security, of course you will be losing. Unfortunately, 

more digitalization and more technology without security is 

taking us towards loss. There is no awareness on cyber 

security in Pakistan. We are good at digitization but we are 

missing the cultural development, enforcement, compliance. 

We need to work on it. 
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Barrister Waqas Aziz Qureshi- Senior Law Expert & Managing Partner, 

Transact Advisory Services 

 Technology is an evolving area with new ideas and new innovations. Technology is beyond 

digitalization. From financial stand point, liabilities 

have taken over the assets. Technology has its assets, 

but is liability as well. For technology to be seen as 

an asset, there has to be regulations. There are plenty 

of cases of misuse of technology corrupt purposed 

due to lack of regulations. So there should be a 

middle way where we can have regulation to the 

point that allows innovation to happen but do not 

allow it to be misused. The Prevention of Electronic 

Crimes Act is a recent addition in our legal system. Technology is so innovative and law 

unfortunately, comes, once the innovation arrived. There is a lack of understanding because 

of lack of regulation so companies face issues at the hands of administrative authorities. For 

online platforms, setting up privacy/terms and conditions policy is extremely important as 

it bounds people to follow the provisions. The technology is evolving at such a fast phase that 

law has to catch up with technology. The government, lawyers, policy experts have to move 

together with technology, before it becomes a giant. National Incubation Center is an 

excellent initiative where great development is happening especially in software technology. 

Another major issue is big Pakistani companies taking the holding company out of Pakistan 

because of the fact that our polices and regulations are such that when we try to sell that 

multi dollar company, we won’t allow to do that in Pakistan. That is one of the main reasons 

that Pakistan has not been able to produce a single UNICORN. Most of the workforce in larger 

IT companies comes from places like Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka. We have a vast 

pool of resources. Unfortunately, we lose them because we do not regulate or facilitate them 

Pakistan, along with a regulatory function, should have a facilitative function to facilitate 

investment environment. When we only regulate we stop things to move forward. By 

facilitating we give it necessary impetus, and this has to come from the government. 
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Mr. Ali Tanveer- Snr Cybersecurity Researcher, NSCAEL 

 

In cyber security domain there is a concept called Community Emergency Response Team 

(CERT). We are lacking in CERT at the national level. 

Another problem is lack of awareness. Awareness is 

really important. Technology is adopted rather than 

developed in Pakistan. We can see 3G, 4G and now 5G 

most probably landing in our remote areas. The people 

there are not aware that what is 3G or 4G but they can use 

it. So any such thing that has been done by another 

country, we can also do it. Our work force has massive 

potential so we need to focus on indigenous development. 

One of the major issues is the electricity usage, the servers and data centers. Everybody has 

to understand about cybersecurity. We are totally sharing our traffic, information and 

knowledge with foreign countries. We need to restrict it to Pakistan. Thus we need to focus 

on three things; CERT, Awareness and the Indigenous development so as to turn 

technological transformation into a liability. For now, it is an asset.  

 

Mr. Ammar Jaffri, Director General, Center of Information Technology 

(CIT)  

In Pakistan a lot of interesting things are happening. There is greater need of biggest data 

base for which we need to know who is doing what. 

That’s the first requirement. 300 years ago people were 

attracted towards West and its development. Westerns 

tried to incapacitate the Chinese by putting them in 

opium and bringing silk and gold from there. Now two 

third of the world’s population lives here. West is over-

exhausted so it’s our call now as to how we take 

advantage to this transformation. Covid-19 has 
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hastened the process of digital transformation. The digital transformation in Pakistan is 

totally a new phase of transformation and we need to capitalize on it. We must take the 

advantage of BRI, CPEC, 64 countries. We need to understand AI, block chains, 

industrialization and revolution 4.0. We were much ahead of our neighbors. In 2002, we had 

our first cyber security law. Digital transformation is an opportunity. ‘Let’s think globally, act 

locally’. We need our digital footprints in every village of Pakistan. Digital Pakistan is a 

revolution. It should go to every corner, every school, NGO, university of Pakistan. Digital 

Pakistan is a change of the mindsets but we need to act collectively to make a real digital 

Pakistan. We need to create eco-systems and enabling environments. We have to listen to 

the youth of this country and see what their issues are. We need to address their problems. 

We need to create legitimate international markets and create a conducive environment. We 

need to create global languages. We have put our entire nation on jobs. The entrepreneur 

startups are failing very fast. If you have no infrastructure to enable the capacity of failed 

people then more people will fail and eventually the nation will fail. There are some global 

initiatives like the Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs). It’s a global agenda. We do not 

even have any dashboard to SDGs. We do not have any reliable database on SDGs. We need 

to use fusion of the data by people who are working on SDGs. We need to apply AI to 

understand where the gap exists. Cybersecurity is a mindset. We need to create a culture of 

cybersecurity in Pakistan. Now we are entering into the era of cyber warfare.  In next six 

months, you will have 5G anywhere in the world and it will be totally explosion. We need to 

think beforehand that what power the criminal and terrorists will have in their hands. So, 

how we are getting our selves prepared to meet that challenge is an important question, and 

I leave that to the panelist. Thank you very much. 
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Mr. Shakeel Ahmad Ramay - Economic Expert 

 From digital economy perspective, Pakistan needs to look at few fundamental issues. Firstly, 

where we stand? Either we are at the digital economy, at 

digital core, are we the digital provider or the digital 

application? At this time, the actual reality about the digital 

economy in Pakistan is only in the context of E-commerce. It 

has a very narrow definition that is ‘e-commerce’ or the ‘e-

services’. We are importing everything. This is the 

fundamental problem of many emerging countries and digital 

economies. China is doing reforms since 1978. The real 

investment was there. Enabling environment was provided before the reforms. While we are 

producing about 15,000 IT professionals every year but are we creating jobs for them. Every 

country has building blocks of the development from which we need to learn. For example, 

USA the master of every technology – they learned from the Germany when they first took 

industrial revolution. So history tells us to learn from the knowledge of others. Our Muslim 

scientists have done so many wonders in geography, medicine, space etc. We need to plan 

with a vision, policy and recognizing the facts and figures. So we have to develop a phase-

wise plan for digital economy in Pakistan. In the world today, 80% of the trade has been 

happening through the supply chain. For example, the Germans, they have sustained the 

economic shock in 2008. The strength was maintaining the supply chains. Even in Covid-19 

we have seen that world economies went down because the supply chains were impacted. 

In developing countries like Pakistan, we did not face much because in our country more 

than 80% of supply chain is human based not mechanical. On contrary, in the developed 

countries 85% supply chains are mechanical because they are relying on the digital economy 

or digital platforms. We have opportunities like in CPEC there is dedicated technology park. 

We can request our German friends because they are playing excellent role to assist the 

Chinese in technological development. The German companies are earning a lot. Germany 

already has good experience with China, and we have good relations with both of them. So 

this is a good opportunity we can get benefit of.  However there are challenges of digital 

economy as well. One, tech in our history remained sub-servant to humans. Technology was 
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never ever a competitor to human. But this time, in the form of AI, technology is coming as a 

competitor. So, this is entirely new experience that the human race will face. AI will also 

challenge the think tanks in the form of getting the evidence or data. To deal with this 

challenge, we need leadership with imagination. For example, the fundamental finding of 

9/11 commission was that apart from anything else, lack of imagination of security and 

policy infrastructure was a big factor. Americans were defining security and policy apparatus 

in the parameters of cold war era. This is happening in our technology. Under the digital 

transformation a robber can rob millions of people with just one click. It has already 

happened in European markets. So this is the power you are giving and that’s why you need 

imaginations to deal with the problem. I want to recommend a very good book by Marc 

Goodman “Future Crimes”.  WEF made a prediction that after 2025 approximately, 25 million 

jobs will be gone due to automation. Automation led un-employment in America. So why it 

did not happen in European countries because they have better utilization to accommodate 

the labors. So my last point would be, we need leadership at all level with the power of 

imagination who can imagine the future.Thank you very much. 

 

Mr. Tariq Khattak, Entrepreneur & Member Board of Experts, CGSS 

 There is great potential of the talent and resource in Pakistan. But, rather regulations are 

more important. If you want to set up an online 

advertising agency, either the regulations aren’t 

there or no one understands what we are offering to 

the market. These are the challenges. Moreover, we 

are losing out on all assets and resources in Pakistan 

- as people are having holding companies in other 

countries -by not regularizing, innovating and 

educating the people to decide for the fate of the 

future of this nation. We are reactive to what we are 

offered, we are not proactive. We need to be proactive in a sense that we need to develop 

more products. Whenever it comes to developing new software, new ideas or facilitating the 

new ideas, or the impact creators even in the social sector, we are lagging way much behind. 
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We have made it a liability because we are not ready to adopt it. The private sector can adopt 

too many technologies but rather it all depends on the decision makers, policy makers and 

the people sitting in the government who would be able to apply these policies and make it 

fluent to the private sector to execute it. So it is a liability for now and an asset which we have 

not grabbed. The next 3rd or 4th generation after us, would be calling it a true asset. There 

are a lot of challenges. Yes, the humans would lose their jobs but rather humans are best to 

adopt new situations. Entrepreneurship is the only mean to survive with the economy of 

Pakistan right now. Adoptions of new technology is necessary not just in entrepreneurial 

eco-system or startups but also in conventional businesses. We need to come up with the 

new ideas, innovation and educate in a manner that the future of Pakistan can be built 

towards something which would rely on e-technology. Thank you very much 
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Opening Remarks 

Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal- Former Federal Secretary of Information & 

Senior Member, Board of Advisors, CGSS 
 

 

Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal welcomed all the distinguished guests, especially Dr. Steffen 

Kudella and appreciated his efforts for the significant initiatives along with CGSS, on 

“Technological Transformation in Pakistan: An Asset or Liability”? He emphasized the fact 

that that technological transformation has become a pre-requisite for the development of 

the states and has multifaceted impact on the human society. He elaborated that the 

traditional spheres of various sectors in Pakistan such as economy, governance, market-

customer relations, health care, education and even security has largely transformed and 

now Pakistan is considered among one of the major emerging global economies. Thus 

digitalization can provide ample opportunities to pave the way for economic development.  

He narrated that despite performing low on digital participation matrix, Pakistan has made 

a great progress in achieving social equality and transforming the underperforming 

industries. 2020 has been the year that saw a major pandemic taking over the entire world.  

He mentioned how the technology has pushed us and accelerated the pace to find solution 

in the form of the medicine for the pandemics, such as the Covid-19 pandemic. He stated that 

it is imperative to analyze the latest developments and challenges to technological 

transformation and their possible solutions. He emphasized on the dire need to have 

inclusive progressive polices to protect the most vulnerable from social, economic exclusion 

in the aftermath of this technological shift. Lastly, he positively highlighted the role of CGSS 

and the Hanns Seidel Foundation in conducting these type of round table discussions that 

will help in devising progressive policies and to identify the various aspects of technology 

and digital transformation for the betterment of information mechanism and conversions 

into advance perspectives.Whether the problem lies in water management or climate change 

that of course is an ongoing debate. But, water management is one of the issues and of course, 

with this star-studded galaxy of water experts, we will learn a lot about water management.  
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For Pakistan, we must also remember that water is extremely important from the defense 

point of view as well. So a lot of our defense relies on obstacles in provision of water. The 

problem, as you all knows that most of our drainage is in the capacity of neighboring territory 

with whom Pakistan has unresolved water issues that again becomes a problem. Maybe this 

will also come up in the discussion as to whether it has any effect subsequently. India is 

threatening to get out of the Indus basin water treaty.  
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Speech by 

Dr. Steffen Kudella, Resident Representative, Hanns Seidel Foundation 

Pakistan 

 

 

Dr. Steffen Kudella welcomed the respected guests and panelists of the round table 

discussion. His speech focused on the role of Artificial intelligence (AI) that will change the 

world more than anything else. He also raised his concerns that technological development 

is one of the greatest challenges of the future. Computers and robots are replacing more and 

more human jobs. If this trend continues, it would lead to an unequal society in which more 

elite of technical experts will control the economy and where most humans would become 

part of a huge unemployed mess. In the future important political decisions could be made 

or influenced by AI too.  He explained that how an algorithm works that it could present 

choices to human leaders that are shaped by the way technology is designed to understand 

reality. The leader will be able to choose but he will most likely to follow the 

recommendation of the algorithm. Since it can gather and process much more data than any 
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human being. On the other hand, technological development provides a lot of advantages as 

well. For instance, health care can substantially be improved with the help of technology. He 

discussed, another aspect that was related to traffic control by giving example that today 

much more people are killed in traffic accidents than due to any other form of incidents. For 

instance, nearly 6000 person got killed in traffic incidents in Pakistan, last year. In Germany, 

3000 persons died as a result of traffic accidents in 2019. He also shared that most traffic 

accident happens because of human error. Hence, replacing or supporting human drivers by 

better technology could reduce a number of accidents and fatalities, substantially. He 

highlighted the role of HSF Pakistan and stated that it is an honor to support CGSS in hosting 

this important discussion. HSF is a German political foundation that works for democracy, 

peace and development in Pakistan and worldwide. HSF foundation is extensively working 

on non-traditional security challenges such as recent technological development in Pakistan. 
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Closing Remarks: 

Mr. Ashfaq Ahmed Gondal- Former Federal Secretary of Information & 

Senior Member, Board of Advisors, CGSS 
 

I am very enlighted by this discussion. It is very important that we should adopt technology 

because it has to play its role and make thing easy for us, some of the panelists were of view 

that technology has played its role and made life easier. While some of the panelists were of 

view that it is a liability because right now we are facing so many challenges. So we have to 

work on these issues. Unless technology is not people friendly, it will be a liability. To convert 

it into asset we have to make it people friendly because people should not take it as a 

competitor. Now what people think that they will get unemployed after technology will infect 

at full swing in the country. We will keep discussing this issue because it is very important 

and of course we can’t deny and say no to technology. It has to take over and make things 

easy for us. Thank you very much once again and see you in future. 
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Annexure A 

Scripts of the Speeches by the Speakers 
 

Speaker 1 

Mr. Tariq Malik-Former Chief Technology Officer, GHQ 

Ladies and Gentlemen, this is a very interesting time in the world. Within Pakistan, the 

digitalization to certain extent is not a priority for us, except of some group of people. 

Unfortunately, when we talk about digitalization, the majority understands it as having a 

PC or a computer or some sort of automation. But when you talk about digitalization, you 

actually talk about services, things. It is not a device or gadget, it is a way of life. It’s how 

you live. Whether it helps you or not, whether it makes a change in your life or not. So, 

this Covid-19 has literally accelerated the change of the digitalization in the global 

economy. Today I am going to talk about the global level then I am going to talk about the 

change happening within the Pakistan and the recommendations in this regard. The 

technology is an advantage, an opportunity but it’s dangerous as well and we can always 

look at the pros and cons. There is a theory of “black Swan” that states that unpredictable 

high impact events play a vastly greater role than most people realize. Covid-19 has been 

one of them and a common person doesn’t understand the impact it has had on our daily 

lives. For your information, in 2009, some incidents happened in Wall Street regarding 

the mortgages and there was recession as well. Within the financial industry, that was a 

major turn. The Americans had to revive and rescue their economy. The overall impact 

on the world’s economy was less than 0.1%. That was major and known as big recession. 

Currently, the Covid-19 is making an impact on global economy close to 8% by end of 

December.  
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This is a very interesting chart. If you look at the Chinese red line at the top, that is 2000 

to 2021 and somewhere in between is 2020 - the curve is not that much. The next slightly 

purplish line that is of developing nations which includes Pakistan as well. The curve for 

this one is more than China but the recovery rate is comparatively faster. The yellowish 

line is of Latin America, you can see the curve how down they went. Now, look at the 

European line, the light blue color, it’s in the very bottom. Europe was hit extremely badly. 

If you look at the dark blue color line, there is US. The US went down quite badly as well. 

This graph indicates that the pandemic made a major impact on the economies of the 

world, but it also shows the strengths of different economies that how well and how 

quickly they revived. So, there is a global transformation happened during that time. 

When states go down, they always have to come up again and then there are always out 

of the box solutions. People themselves come back with the strategies. So we will have a 

look on some of these strategies. 

Some of the least globalized economic activities—restaurants, cinemas, wedding halls, 

fitness centers and other services have suffered most. They went down and they have to 

come back with something new. The industrial and manufacturing sectors got hit by 

supply chain. Understand, if in Pakistan you need to build a car, you will require some 

components coming from somewhere. Pakistani manufactures cannot build entire car 

themselves. A mobile phone manufacturer cannot make all the components. Certain 

components will be coming from somewhere else. This concept in E-commerce and the 

economy side is called “Just in time”. You want to put that part just in time when you 
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want to assemble things together. Covid-19 disrupted the entire world’s logistics. 

Destructed logistic means you cannot produce things in time. That will have a larger 

impact. I would like to give an example of Pak-China border. I went there but I was 

stopped and it was a surprise for me. The reason I found was that the Chinese truck 

drivers leave the container at our border, to avoid human contact with Pakistanis. When 

they leave, only then we can take the containers inside Pakistan. So this pandemic has 

slowed down the world to the extent that some people have started using the world 

‘Slowbilization’ to replace ‘Globalization’. Similarly, the health care and education spheres 

have been severely impacted. Last week a company in Karachi lost $2.6 million for their 

online application. Then education site Zoom app got hyped. 

 

We also found out within this pandemic, that Banks for example, they always set up a time 

to upgrade things. Now they were opened to do it remotely and they wanted us to help 

them and get things sorted for them. During the pandemic what we realize that there was 

increased achievement in the E-commerce. Suddenly family, kids, wives all knew about it 

but during this period it went with a rocket speed. I think digital presence was happening 

even before the Covid-19. People started realizing that these are digital assets. They are 

not liability.  Someone doing cyber security or digital marketing for you is actually an 

asset. A product which you are selling by the marketing campaign is asset. It’s a service 

which you are doing but it has a value and you have to quantify may be in future. What 

we’ve also realized that people didn’t really have the understanding of security which 

comes with the digital presence, the digital security.  
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Within the local e-commerce, there was a committee formed before 2015 but in 2019 we 

started working on it that what sort of e-commerce policy which we should bring in 

Pakistan. There was a think tank group. My focus within the group was, one: how can we 

encourage the e-commerce platform, second: how can we improve the payment sights in 

Pakistan and third: how we can encourage e-commerce sellers. I’ve worked on it and let 

me share few slides.  

 

Year on year we have witnessed the increase in digital transactions. Quarter by quarter 

our revenue of this year has already gone 34billion rupees, e-commerce in Pakistan in 

2020. These numbers are from State Bank of Pakistan. The transections of debit card, 

credit cards have increased but most important thing which I believe is, there are 

entrepreneurs who actually are thinking about e-commerce and working very hard. 

They’ve got a product and idea. But then there are people with someone else idea, they 

went out and start making something unique. Let’s say I am designing mask or may be 

asking someone else to make it and I opened a very small portal. We have number of 

platforms. Where you can actually go and put your own e-commerce shop do the 

marketing. So these people have opened small shops and small products and are selling 

it. The restaurant side of things you will find that people are selling food from home that 
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is much cleaner and quality food which I can get now. Number three is that the logistic in 

Pakistan has improved significantly this year. The number of new companies opened, 

number of new apps, new ways of doing things, new ways of monitoring their people that 

how a person is behaving, how the rider goes, what routes they take. All of that is 

important that once you get that data, you put it in some sort of engine, you start AI, and 

then you have a model. So coming back, number of companies are working, trying to 

break the middle man sort of things as well. I give you another example, if apricot is 

available in Balakot for Rs.60 and in Islamabad it’s available for Rs.200. so where they 

money is going? Who is making the money? So once these e-commerce models, products, 

technology will come, you will have a better visibility and with that the things will change 

automatically. Another policy objective was to look for two sects: consumer and the seller. 

Sometimes you receive an empty parcel. It has happened to people when they order 

something online. Where does it disappear? Sometimes you get bad quality product as 

well. So consumer right has to be protected. Some people have the habit that they keep 

ordering online but when the product comes they will not take it. They will refuse it. So I 

can also tell you that there is app called “Gillaa.com”, made by industry not government 

where you can complain about provider or the sellers. Similarly there is another app 

where the e-commerce player can check the issues with the consumer. So we are collecting 

all that information. Now I would like to show 3 more slides quickly.  
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I wanted to give credit to FBR. Recently, they’ve given a De-minimis rule for imported 

goods - declared value up to Rs. 5,000 will be exempt from customs duty or any other 

types of taxes. They will not charge you any tax as long as that’s for you. It’s important 

because what it does is, it creates an eco-system because if you buy something online, 

someone else is coming at your doorstep. FBR needs to do a lot of more than this. They 

need to work on the taxation. They need to work on the small sorts that what sort of taxes 

they’ve charged. We need to bring smart codes. We need to bring QR codes, shopping 

trollies, wallets to move forward. State bank has been doing tremendous job. The best 

player has been the State Bank for the last two years. We have improved 6 to 7 EMIs. 

These electronic money institutes are the ones who are giving you the electronic wallets 

not your mobile phone wallets, but the electronic wallets which will help you to do e-

commerce. These are the basic things which we need. While I am on it I wish there were 

other people from the government. What we are missing is the PKI infrastructure. Until 

and unless we have do not have certificate based PKI infrastructure we will always have 

issues. 

Our seniors in Pakistan, they are now on board as well. They are now taking Quran classes, 

kids are taking home tuition, e-clinics are there, Zoom wedding are happening, family tea 
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parties are happening. NIP has started the first Pakistan crowd funded platform which is 

a great initiative. It will go in action in 2021. That’s an advancement. 

 

 

 

My conclusion is that, in 2021 there will be more power game between the economic 

blocks. The things may change slightly; they will improve slightly but again there will be 

competition between different blocks. A lot of jobs have been lost. They will not come 

back. There are certain areas which will boom. Certain areas will keep going slow. So there 

has to be other ways to compensate and come up with the technological solutions for 

them. Fields of education, health care, accounting fiancé have a lot of barriers which needs 

to be resolved to help them. The labor market will adjust and because in the future going, 

it does not matter where the worker is sitting it might go outside to different zones. Just 

a food for thought, in European sight, certain countries do need people to come and work 

in there physically. I’ll take the example of Germany. In 1940s, after WW2 they needed 

people to come and work because a lot of development was required. Pakistan was one of 

the country which got offered but we didn’t take the opportunity, unfortunately. But 
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turkey took that offer and if you got to Germany, you see large number of Turkish 

population there.  

What we need to do is to invest on ideas. We need to work on Agri-tech, Pakistan’s 

taxation, logistic, security and we have to adopt digital technologies with built-in security. 

The question posed to me was whether the technological transformation of Pakistan is 

asset or liability? So my answer is simple and straight, it’s an asset. The time is short. 

Globalization is changing things. We better get into the move and do the things which 

global world needs and move our work force in that direction. 

 

Speaker 2 

Mr. Irfan-Ur-Rehman, Chief Information Security Officer, VCISO 

We as Pakistani, are very good and innovative in digitalization and technology. Now a 

days we are moving towards security as well, but we are missing something here. When I 

joined US Company, it’s a very big group. It’s on second number after google, I was 

assigned to write a policy. I simply wrote the policy and I asked my CEO that are we able 

to enforce these things for compliance. He said yes, why not. I said we don’t have tools. 

Do we have to buy? He said no, we don’t need to. I asked why? He said that if something 

is written in the policy it’s our culture. Everyone has to follow it. I thought this is what we 

are missing. We can write a policy. We have everything. We have professional people but 

unfortunately, they are leaving out countries because they are not paid well. They are not 

being recognized. So we need to work more on the cultural side as well. Yes, easy paisa, 

Jazz Cash and many other applications for the e-commerce and everything is there which 

is very good but there are two directions. One is without security and the other is with 

security. If you go with without security, of course you will be losing. In the end you may 

win but at first you have to lose. You have to learn. Examples are there. Practices are there 

but why we don’t follow them. So that someone has to come up with the governance side, 

with the compliance side, with the enforcement. This is what we are missing. 

Unfortunately, I think more digitalization and more technology without security means 

we are simply moving towards more loss. I met a person yesterday. He was using Easy 

Paisa mobile application. I thought there might be some security precaution for the 
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normal user online. Unfortunately, there was nothing. He was trying to learn the app from 

someone else. That person really don’t even understand how to write his name. That’s 

how this cybercrime, fraud transections happen because there is no awareness. Everyone 

have to play its role. If I am in technology I have to make sure if I am introducing 

something, I should write something for the awareness as well. My point is yes we are 

good at digitization, telecom operators are playing very good role for digitalization 

technology but we are missing the cultural development, enforcement and compliance. 

We need to work on it. I think that CGSS is the best platform to propose such things. I’ll 

definitely work with them as well and play my part. 

 

Speaker 3 

Barrister Waqas Aziz Qureshi- Senior Law Expert & Managing Partner, 

Transact Advisory Services 

I will try to keep it concise and perhaps provide a legal aspect towards technology. 

Technology we all know is an evolving area. It’s not something which is stagnant. There 

is always a new idea, a new innovation coming around. I think that’s the beauty of tech. 

Normally when we look at tech we think about digitalization. Technology is beyond that. 

Anything from the invention of the wheel to us landing on the moon, to sitting over here 

in the room and having cell phones in our pocket and smart watches on our wrists, 

everything is technology. Technology is around us. It’s inescapable. From financial stand 

point, we talk about asset or liabilities. The financial liabilities have taken over the assets. 

Somebody said to me that assets are inclusive of liabilities and that’s pretty much the case 

with the technology as well. Technology has its assets, but is liability as well. Obviously, 

technology gets linked into almost everything. From the government to finance, security 

to space, health care to food delivery and industrialization, tech is in absolutely 

everything. If you think about it, technology is an eco-system of its own and at the same 

time it is the linkage with other eco-systems. So, technology can be seen as individual 

entity.  

Coming to my area essentially, which is law. One thing I have realized is that in order for 

technology to be seen as an asset, there has to be regulation because without regulation, 
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technology can be miss-used as well. There are plenty of cases in which we see harassment 

of women, misuse of technology for corrupt purposes etc. There is plethora of things that 

happen when there is lack of regulations but that also comes with its pros. When there is 

lack of regulation it allows innovation. So, basically we’re faced with the mold conundrum 

where we have to understand weather we have regulation and keep everything at bay or 

remove regulation and allow innovation to happen. Perhaps, there is a middle way where 

we can have regulation to the point that allows innovation to happen but do not allow it 

to be misused to the disadvantage of the people around us. Balance, of course, is 

necessary. As I said that technology is an evolving area. For instance, the Prevention of 

Electronic Crimes Act is testament to the fact that we are still trying to catch up with 

technology that came into the market 10 years ago. We have been using Facebook for 10 

or 12 years now. We have had WhatsApp.  We have other social media platforms for 

number of years now, but the inclusion of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act is really 

recent addition in our legal system. This shows that we are not considering what needs to 

be done beforehand. That’s not just a case of Pakistan that’s the case for every global 

economy where they are trying to catch up with technology because technology is so 

innovative and law unfortunately, comes, once the innovation arrived.  

To give you an example, you might have heard that recently there is a project launched in 

Islamabad called “Easy Bike”. It’s very interesting concept. It’s like Uber and Careem. It’s 

like a ride sharing service in which electric bikes are all across Islamabad.  They are 

planning and replicating the model all across Pakistan. Which is the brilliant idea perhaps 

and has the capacity to become UNICORN. UNICORN is worth over a billion dollar 

company so it does have a lot of potential. However, when I was speaking with them the 

biggest issue which they faced was when they launched their product there was no 

regulation, there was innovation that they could come up with the strategy and pursue 

that particular initiative. Once they did pursue it and they deployed their bikes in various 

parts of Islamabad, the first thing that happened was the police and CDA came to them 

and say you are not allowed to do this and we will confiscate your bikes. The only question 

is where in the law it says that I am not allowed to do this business. They came to me and 

I said that Article 4 the constitution says something very particularly that “An individual 

can do everything that law does not forbid to do”. So, basically, if law does not forbidden 
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to do anything, you can do it. There is no restriction. The government only can do what 

the law permits it to do. So there is a difference. On one side, there is the individual, there 

is no restrictions on him unless that restriction is imposed by the law. On the other hand, 

you have the government which can perform within specifies circumference operates. So 

when CDA tried to confiscate the bikes they called me up and I say it’s an open area but 

that has made us realized that there is a lack of understanding because of lack of 

regulation. They will face these teasing issues but somebody has to guide them for the 

process.  

Similarly, Mr. Tariq just mentioned a little while back, another tech start up called 

GILA.com. Fortunately, being on the forefront, we are the legal advisors for GILA. GILA 

is an excellent initiative. It’s basically online platform that allows the consumer and seller 

to interact. It is effectively what we would call an alternate dispute resolution mechanism 

but its digitalized online. When GILA was launched, within the first week a lot of nasty 

emails from the larger companies were received. Naturally, the CEO came to me for advice 

and said Waqas I am having little problem and I said, the first person who come into your 

website make sure he clicks the privacy and terms and conditions policy. What does that 

do? That basically, make them bound to follow the provisions. So we set the terms and 

conditions, placed down in the website. I said that you don’t need to do anything because 

now you have made your users and your consumers sign this and allow people to connect. 

Another interesting thing is related to the financial technology that is called the “pay pro”. 

It is something very different. All banks in Pakistan are connected with one system called 

“the clout link”.  Which allow all banks to share data on regular basis. So they link 

themselves to one link and allow payments to happen online through your mobile or App. 

The technology is evolving at such a fast phase that law has to catch up with technology. 

It is virtually impossible because unfortunately, despite the fact that when a tech company 

startup it does not start up like Google, You tube or Xyz. It starts with a small room with 

couple of minds thinking about what to do. That is where we need to engage the 

government, lawyers, policy experts because at that point in time before it becomes a 

giant, you are paving the way for them rather than, them paving their own way and you 

curtailing their business. So we have to realize that we have to move together with 

technology. That be can only done when we start looking at things with the starting point. 
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An excellent initiative has been taken by Pakistan is the National Incubation Center. You 

will realize that a lot of development happening in technology specially, in software 

technology in such areas. If you follow them you can, if not pin point where the law should 

be going, at least see where the product will land and how we need to regulate ourselves.  

Another issue that is close to my heart is the fact that when I meet people as Haroon from 

Gila or Hadi from Easy Bike and other such companies, one thing I have realized that 

whenever they talk to me, the first thing they say is they want to take the holding company 

out of Pakistan. As eventually, this company will grow and because of the fact that our 

polices and regulations are such that when we try to sell that multi dollar company or 

billion dollar company, we won’t allow to do that in Pakistan. So we might have a holding 

company outside, do a completely offshore transaction and in Pakistan we change the 

management. That is one of the main reason that Pakistan has not been able to produce 

a single UNICORN. Despite the fact that most of the work force in these larger IT 

companies comes from places like Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Srilanka in such 

countries. We have a vast pool of resources. Unfortunately, we lose the resources because 

we do not regulate or facilitate them the way we should. That is the problem and one of 

the main reasons why our Unicorn don’t come. I know the fact that Easy Bike has massive 

potential but the fact that they are setting up their offshore company will cause a lot of 

problem. Another one very good friend of mine, Mubeen, he owns Bikeya. Recently, he 

did a series of fund and secured about $14 million. In his first round of funding he got 

about $2million dollars. It was all started off by himself. Basically, all the tech people in 

Pakistan are facing a lot of problems because we are not allowing the policies to move in 

a direction where it facilitate the businesses.  

When I was working on CPEC, I told the government that Pakistan is a country with 

emerging nation, rather than having a regulatory function we should be having a 

facilitative function. We have to facilitate investment environment and the things 

happening so that we can move towards the future. When we start regulating we don’t 

allow things to move forward. By facilitating we allow things to move forward and we give 

it that push that is necessary. That push has to come from the government because when 

the government backs them, people sitting in Pakistan who have millions of dollars in 

their banks will start facilitation by putting in their money. There is so much to be 
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discussed but I’ll conclude here. Hopefully this is the starting of an excellent dialogue and 

perhaps we will take our part in helping shape this area for the future of Pakistan.  

 

Speaker 4 

Mr. Ali Tanveer- Snr Cybersecurity Researcher, NSCAEL 

First of all, the research done by CGSS is really great. I have been going through quite 

many times. The second thing that we are not interesting to work in together. Everyone 

has its own boat to flow in the river. In cyber security domain called Community 

emergency response team (CERT). There can be CERT emergency like in your phone, 

Mobilink or PTCL but we are lacking in CERT at the national level. India in 2018, they 

have actually started working on it and they are doing really great in this domain. For us, 

we have gateways for the traffic. Like Comcast, I think Comcast is dealing with the major 

traffic of Pakistan towards the outer world. But, at this point or any point we don’t have 

any centralized place where we can monitor the traffic of Pakistan. Another thing is 

awareness. Awareness is really important. As I am from cyber security in a development 

domain.  There was a phase, when I started it 10 years back in telecommunication domain. 

I see technology was adopted rather than developed in Pakistan. We can see 3G, 4G and 

now 5G most probably landing in our remote areas. The people there are not aware that 

what is 3G or 4G but they can use it. So any such thing that has been done by another 

country, we can also do it. Barrister mentioned that major companies have employs from 

India, Pakistan and Bangladesh then why that work force cannot be used in Pakistan for 

the indigenous development. Like we don’t have any VPN in Pakistan.  

One of the major reasons is the electricity usage, the servers and data centers but the thing 

is we have to start from somewhere. We have to land in our boards other than using 

someone else’s board. Everybody has to understand about cybersecurity that if I have to 

use my office’s internet, my traffic will go to ISP then it would go to Russia or China or 

somewhere else and then it revert back to my country. We are totally sharing our traffic, 

information and knowledge with foreign countries. Why don’t we restrict it to Pakistan? 

So my points were three: CERT, awareness and the indigenous development. Awareness 

is important and indigenous development is out most important for Pakistan. I will 
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conclude with this that if we are not going towards the indigenous development of 

software and hardware in Pakistan, the technological transformation may turn into a 

liability. For now, it is an asset. Thank you so much. 

 

Speaker 5 

Mr. Ammar Jaffri, Director General, Center of Information Technology 

(CIT) 

I would not like to keep myself to cyber security because a lot of people have already said 

something about it. I would like to confine myself to the topic which is asset or liability. 

Ladies and gentlemen, if we are not part of the solution, we are part of the problem, let’s 

not be the part of the problem. Let’s stop talking about awareness, talk beyond awareness. 

Till how long we will talk about these things. We need to talk about nuts and bolts. In 

Pakistan a lot of interesting things are happening. I have been to Lahore, Karachi and so 

many places and it is really amazing and exciting. There is only one need. We exactly know 

what we are doing, what our partners and friends are doing. We need to know what others 

are doing. There is greater need of biggest data base and I need all partners sitting here 

to talk about bigger database. For which we need to know who is doing what. That’s the 

first requirement.  

Digital transformation, let me discuss thoroughly with you. 300 years ago there was an 

era of worldwide west where people from the west went to further west, to America, to 

Australia and so many other countries. So there are a lot of theories that how they tried 

to incapacitate the Chinese. They put them in opium and brought silk and gold from there. 

Now two third of the world’s population lives here. All the stuff and gadgets they have 

made; I think they are over exhausted. It’s their business now. They are bound to come 

here. Now it’s our call that how we take advantage to this transformation. To my 

understanding, in digital transformation Covid-19 has done a job which we would have 

never done. Speaking of the last ten years, I’ve travelled to e-village to e-Pakistan in these 

10 years. I’ve spent a lot of nights and days in the villages. I could convince people. Let me 

tell you very frankly. I am very happy to see the digital transformation. It is totally next 

phase and a new transformation and we need to capitalize on it. I think we must take the 
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advantage of it and few things nature has already given to us - BRI, CPEC, 64 countries. I 

was in China for only few months before. When I was in BRI headquarters, it was so 

amazing for me. You know, they cannot do anything without CPEC and very interestingly 

CPEC cannot do anything without Gwadar port. It’s a building block. If Gwadar port will 

not work, 65% of CPEC will not work and thus BRI will not work. So that’s the opportunity 

but we should talk about beyond awareness. 

I think four things have already defined the world. We need to understand that. AI, block 

chains, industrialization, revolution 4.0 but where we stand today? We think block chain 

is Krypto currency. My formal organization, FIA, they were not clear about it. They were 

raiding the block chain developers. They were very kind to me and listened to me. I told 

them that stopping block chain today is like stopping electricity and water because this is 

not new thing for internet, it has become fundamental thing for internet. Your health, 

education, property systems very thing is going to block chain. So we need to ponder 

collectively. Let me repeat again, ‘collectively’. We cannot do it in isolation. Somebody 

talked about India. We were much ahead of India. I think in 2002, we have our first cyber 

security law. When ETO came, I was in FIA at that time and under section 36 and 37, 

we’ve arrested a lot of people. So India came to cyber security and in cybercrime laws.  

I would like to talk more about digital transformation that why and how we can do it. I 

think why, I’ve already discussed it’s an opportunity. ‘Let’s think globally, act locally’. We 

need our digital footprints in every village of Pakistan. Digital Pakistan to my 

understanding is a revolution. It should go to every corner, every school, NGO, university 

of Pakistan. 5 or 6 years ago, I was in Brussels in a conference. I met a lady who was 

heading the digital India. When I give her the card it was e-Pakistan and she was like 

Ammar why this is e-Pakistan? I said you make digital India so we have to make e-

Pakistan. Digital Pakistan is nothing but a change of the mindsets and digital 

transformation is the very basis of that. So please join hands together and make a real 

digital Pakistan. It is for the people of Pakistan and by the people of Pakistan. We need to 

create eco-systems and enabling environments. We all talk about rules, regulations, laws, 

infrastructures and so many things but where is enabling environment? We need to know 

what other is doing. We don’t listen to other. When you listen to the other person, listen 

to question the person not understand the person. We have to listen to the youth of this 
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country. They blame people like us that we do not listen to them. We have to go to school, 

college, and university to listen to them that how they’re thinking. What they are thinking 

and what are their problems. We need to address their problems. We need to create 

legitimate international markets. Even the diaspora is afraid of coming in here because 

they do not find conducive environment. They do not find welcoming bureaucracy or 

infrastructure. We need to create global languages. Government cannot do it because they 

do not have the capacity to do it or infrastructure to understand it. So, Pakistan belongs 

to all of us not just one party. One friend here talked about Agri-technology. We have 

made our nation to jobians. The entrepreneur startups are failing very fast. When I go to 

universities and talk to young people they say that we are failing, stop us. Let me tell you 

90% of the start-up fails but you learn from these failures. If you have no infrastructure 

to enable the capacity of failed people then more people will fail and eventually the nation 

will fail. 

There are some global initiatives. In my last round of talk I will talk about them. The 

Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs). It’s a global agenda whether you like it or not. 

You cannot stop time and technology. There is the time and the global organizations will 

take us there. We do not even have nay dashboard to SDGs. I think there are 3, 4 countries 

in the world who do not have dashboard for the SDGs. We do not have any reliable 

database on SDGs. So many people are working on SDGs, you cannot imagine. But, we 

need to use fusion of the data. We need to know data analysis. We need to apply AI to 

understand who is doing what and where is the gap. Even government ministers are 

saying that we need data base. So who will do what is very important. In the final round I 

will talk about the cyber security which is always my passion. Cybersecurity is a mindset 

and not something we can touch and see.  We need to create a culture of cybersecurity in 

Pakistan. Can someone today say that we don’t need connectivity? But once you are 

connected to the internet, you need to think what you are holding. What is the value of 

your information? If it’s critical somebody must test it. Just think from a hacker point of 

view.  They are the criminals. Now alarmingly, the criminals, the mafias have joined hands 

with them. It was logical because by the click of a button you can encourage any damage 

to an organization without spending any money. So enormity is there that you can do any 

damage to any organization.  
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Now we are entering into the era of cyber warfare.  In next six months, you will have 5G 

anywhere in the world. Just imagine from 3G to 4G there is a minor difference but from 

4G to 5G it will be totally explosion. One hour video and you can download in seconds. 

Think for a minute, that what power will the criminal and terrorists have in their hands. 

So, how we are getting our selves prepared to meet that challenge is an important question 

and I leave that to the panelist. Thank you very much. 

 

Speaker 6 

Mr. Shakeel Ahmad Ramay - Economic Expert 

First of all, when we talk about digital economy, from my point of view, Pakistan need to 

look at two, three things fundamentally. Firstly, in digital economy where we stand? It 

does not mean that how many billions we are earning or spending. It means either we are 

at the digital economy we are the digital core, are we the digital provider or the digital 

application. When we talk about the digital core it means, either we are producing semi-

conductors, processors or some other essentials of the digital economy. No, we are not 

producing. Even in the industry of semi-conductors and processors, China despite all its 

efforts, struggling to find the answer. At this time, we are not talking about the digital 

core. Second, either we are talking about the digital providers or providing the 

infrastructure to the enabler?  Like telecom infrastructure. Like Huawei is doing. No, we 

are not doing. The actual reality about the digital economy in Pakistan is in the context of 

e-commerce. For example, you can talk about the Careem, Daraz.com and others. So in 

my humble opinion, in Pakistan our digital economy has a very narrow definition that is 

‘e-commerce’ or the ‘e-services’ we are providing. Commerce means trade of services and 

goods supported by basic infrastructure, which we are importing. Even in the block chain, 

what we will produce without a block chain? In e-commerce you produce anything 

without a block chain because the money you are talking about is e-wallet, or transaction 

of money by bitcoins. So we are importing everything. This is the fundamental question. 

Which we have to ponder on that where we want to go and how? There are three effects 

which I wanted to share with you. We have to see what path we need to go. This is the 

fundamental problem of many emerging countries and digital economies. They sell a 
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dream like everything will change in one or two year time period. From least developed 

country we would be a developed country. I’ll give you one example in reality, China is 

doing reforms since 1978. In 1949, the life expectancy in China was 35 to 40 years. In 

1978, the life expectancy in China was 65.8 years. It was said by China in 1995, that we 

have produced scientist or intellectuals which can take care of the state. The real 

investment was there. Enabling environment was provided before the reforms. But we in 

digital economy are produce round about 15,000 IT professionals every year but are we 

creating jobs for them. This is the fundamental stuff which we need to ponder about. 

Every country has building blocks of the development. For example, today if we talk about 

the USA, the master or leader of every technology. We have to look where they were 

learning from the Germany when they first took industrial revolution. So every country 

learns from another country. History tells us that learn from the knowledge of others.  

I can proudly say that our Muslim scientists have so many wonders. For example, in 

geography, medicine, space etc. But, we seldom talk about how much they benefited or 

learned from other civilizations at that point of time. How we can learn is not a bad idea. 

The bad idea is if we plan something without a vision, policy or recognizing the facts and 

figures. So digital economy in Pakistan we have to develop a phase-wise plan for next 10, 

20 or 50 years. One thing we need to keep in mind that digital economy is the sharing of 

the economy. It is not the accumulation of wealth which is impacted that time. In the 

world today in which we are living, 80% of the trade has been happening through the 

supply chain. Some country is producing one thing and the other is producing something 

else. For example, the Germans, they have sustained the economic shock in 2008. They 

are still sustaining the shocks and they are growing. The strength was maintaining the 

supply chains. Even in Covid-19 we have seen that world economies went down because 

the supply chains were impacted. When we say that the developing countries like 

Pakistan, we did not face much because in our country more than 80% of supply chain is 

human based not mechanical. On contrary, the developed countries, 85% their supply 

chains are mechanical because they are relying on the digital economy or digital 

platforms.  

So we have opportunities. For example, under CPEC, there is dedicated technology park 

which must be created nearby of Islamabad that would be in 500 acres. We can request 
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our German friends because they have played a very important role in China in Sino-

German Park in Chengdu. They are playing excellent role in Chinese technological 

development. The German companies are earning a lot. Few days back I was looking to 

the statistics BMW was telling that in first quarter they earned $2billion Euro profit. So 

we can think innovatively how we can interact with Germany to make it tri-lateral venture. 

Germany already has good experience with China, China has experience with the 

Germans and we have good relations with both of them. CPEC is open for the third 

country. So this is a good opportunity we can get benefit of. So, saying all good things 

about digital economy, there are challenges as well. One, tech in our history remained 

sub-servant to humans. Whenever, there is any technological breakthrough, it has 

improved the efficiency of human work. Technology was never ever a competitor to 

human. But this time, in the form of AI, technology is coming as a competitor when we 

talk about the jobs. So, this is entirely new experience that when the human race will face 

a competitor in his existence. When you will have a driver less car then how many people 

will lose their jobs. So the fundamental question which Mr. Steffen has raised. AI will also 

challenge the think tanks. From where we get the evidence? From data and how do we get 

the data? We go on a survey. But, when you are in digital economy, the data you are getting 

is beyond your structural questionnaire. For example, Facebook. Why people are buying 

their data especially for the elections and other things because it is relevant data they need 

and even more than that. You give Facebook each and everything without questioning 

them why they are asking for such information.  

To deal with this challenge, we need leadership with imagination. Importance of this is, 

for say if you look to the commission report of 9/11, it was mentioned that apart from 

anything else, lack of imagination of security and policy infrastructure that terrorist can 

attack in this way. That was the fundamental finding of 9/11 commission report. The 

security and policy apparatus, they were living in the cold war era. They were defining 

security in the parameters of cold war era. This is happening in our technology. For 

example, if we look in a traditional way, how many people a person can rob in a day? He 

can deal 5,10, 20 or say 100 people per day. But when you talk about the digital side, to 

make a fraud with a bank, he can rob millions of people with just one click. It has already 

happened in European markets. So this is the power you are giving and that’s why you 
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need imaginations to deal with the problem. The second thing which I want to 

recommend is a very good book by Marc Goodman “Future Crimes”. Being in this 

business it must be read. He tells that we celebrate the driver-less car but we are forgetting 

that if a target killer is being hired to target your family and your family is sitting in that 

car and someone hack the system, the job is done. And, if they are operating from the dark 

web or block chains of that areas, it would be hell of a job to find the killer. So the 

fundamental question at the end comes again which Steffen started and I want to 

conclude there. Technology for whom we want? Just for the big people to fill their pockets 

or for everyone.  

I think we need to look at two things. One, where we need to stop. Second, the re-

distribution of financial resources. At this point of time, in capitalist system we don’t find 

the re-distribution of resources theory. We find the trickledown theory. That is creating 

problem across the world. Even the most developed countries, they are facing the problem 

of inequality. The biggest indicator of it is decrease in life expectancy in certain groups. 

The Chief Economist of World Bank mentioned that there is a decrease in life expectancy 

in America in white people. Reason that American dreams have been shattered. The 

wealth has been concentrated in few hands and there is no system of redistribution of the 

resources. that’s why a new theory or new economic system in Germany is happening 

“social capitalism”. But we have other systems that are working for a long time like Islamic 

reform system in the form of the Zakat. Which is the best system of resource re-

distribution in the world.  

My last point would be, we need leadership at all level with the power of imagination. So 

we need it at all levels, either it is a shop keeper, think tank or a political elite. We need 

leadership with imagination who can imagine a world that what would be the world in 25 

years from now. WEF few days back, made a prediction that after 2025 approximately, 25 

million jobs will be gone due to automation. Automation led un-employment in America. 

So why it did not happen in European countries because they have better utilization to 

accommodate the labors. So leadership with the power of imagination is needed. Thank 

you very much. 
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Speaker 7 

Mr. Tariq Khattak, Entrepreneur & Member Board of Experts, CGSS 

I will be very short and brief. Being an entrepreneur I am a big advocate of regularizing 

the process of how the ICT is enabling the human beings and how it can impact the bigger 

or smaller businesses even in the start-up eco-systems in Pakistan. I have been involved 

with the KP Government in establishing the national incubation centers. I was the 

principal architecture and consulting them. There is no need to once again say the 

potential of the talent and resource in Pakistan is immense. But, rather regulations are 

more important. Regulations in terms of as Mr. Waqas has said. I had my own personal 

experience that few years back we wanted to set up an online advertising agency for the 

capital but whenever we went to any regulation organization, either the regulations 

weren’t there or either they could not understand what we are offering to the market. So, 

those were the challenges. I will be very honest, as Mr. Ammar has said that the kind of 

people sitting in the parliament policy making and decision making seats right now, they 

are not willing to adopt any new innovation. Mr. Ammar has mentioned that regulations 

for Krypto and Block Chains needs to be regularized. Rather than having holding 

companies in other countries, we are losing out on all those assets and resources in 

Pakistan by not regularizing, innovating and educating the people to decide for the fate of 

the future of this nation and the topic which we are discussing right now.  

I have worked with a number of start-ups as a mentor or coach. Talking about agri-tech, 

I have worked with a company in Peshawar. It was related with the tobacco production 

there and through technological process, they had increased the production per acre by 

two times. So technology can change us there is no doubt about it. We are reacting to what 

has been ordered to us. Why a Zoom type platform was not offered by any Pakistani 

government to international market. If you look at the stats of the Zoom Company before 

Covid and after Covid, you will be amazed. The last I saw the statistics, the revenue was 

bigger than most of the airlines combined. So we are reactive to what we are offered and 

we are not proactive. Whenever it comes to developing new software, new ideas or 

facilitating the new ideas, or the impact creators even in the social sector, we are lagging 

way much behind. If it’s a liability or not?  We have made it a liability because we are not 

ready to adopt it. The private sector can adopt too many technologies but rather it all 
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depends on the decision makers, policy makers and the people sitting into the government 

who would be able to apply these policies and make it fluent to the private sector to 

execute it. So I guess it is a liability for now and an asset which we have not grabbed and 

think that we can catch on with in next ten years. The next 3rd or 4th generation after us, 

would be calling it a true asset.  

There are a lot of challenges. Mr. Ammar has said things about the SDGs. We have been 

in touch with Mr. Ammar for quite some time the country is not ready for this. One point 

which Mr. Ramay has said. Yes, the humans would lose their jobs but rather humans are 

best to adopt new situations. Entrepreneurship is the only mean to survive with the 

economy of Pakistan right now, for which I am the biggest advocate. I don’t believe in just 

relying on jobs. Adoptions of new technology is necessary not just in entrepreneurial eco-

system or startups but also in conventional businesses which we are working right now. 

In the last conclusive note, we need to be proactive in a sense that we need to develop 

more products. The people like Mr. Ammar, Mr. Tariq and Mr. Waqas can play a very 

major role in at least convincing the policy and decision makers to adopt or hire such 

people at such levels to come up with the new ideas, innovation and educate in this 

manner that the future of Pakistan can be built towards something which would rely on 

e-technology. Thank you very much. 
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Comments: 

Sara Sallahudin, Student at Bahria University 

Basically my purpose is to discuss that how we can relate technology as an asset or liability 

with relevance to media. Therefore, the position of media as institution is very significant. 

According to The News International, the penetration of internet has reached as far as 

70% in this country. Dawn newspaper shares the analysis of a foreign researcher and they 

believe that internet facility is available to only 35% of the population in Pakistan. So how 

does such relativity exist in Pakistan? Here let’s just consider that it is an ever evolving 

trait of technology that it enables the transformation to occur at two levels. In the 

perspective of media, we can say there is an external level or the internal level. If we talk 

about the relation between media, technology and audiences in Pakistan. When it comes 

to the external level we can relate to the new innovation for the audiences like mobile 

phones, tabs or any such products which are the result of these technological tools but the 

second level is the internal transfer of technology. Which is more close to the evolution 

which is taking place gradually.  So, such outcomes today can hardly be known as liability 

because our society are at such a state where we know that we can use mediums as the 

right tools for ourselves. This is the stage where we need to understand and convince our 

audience that they can use media as a right platform for the information intake. The 

uplifted communication has not only got better but also opened new avenues to allow 

media to get close to where the technology is growing every day. But, at the same time I 

would also like to add that it is the responsibility of those departments and media 

institutions that they could prevent miscommunications, misinterpretation and illusions 

which could lead to scattered outcomes. Which in case can become a liability to our 

audiences. Thank you. 
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Major Gohar Zia (Retd), Clan Strategies  

I represent logistics. In my view technology plays a vital role. It has enhanced various 

system which facilitate human kinds. It helps in perfection and timely execution of 

services and process. Technology made it easy to connect, report, view, access and 

profiling. Before the logistics I have worked in few security mechanisms and applications. 

The goals that I have incorporated are the technology and the physical execution together 

for the better risk assessment and management. For example, cell phones or its 

applications are not luxury it is a requirement because it saves times. Online grocery, like 

so many people are handicap they cannot go outside or women in our households are 

getting everything now at their door steps. Same like Careem, the driver is not wasting 

time in finding the customers and customer does not waste time in finding the taxi. Billing 

Apps, previously people use to go to banks and stand in long lines but now it is easier. 

Just one click. So what tech has done is to assist every one. In the field of logistics, I believe 

that incorporating technology will play vital role. It helps in tracking of cargo, estimation, 

trucks monitoring form one region to another. Due to technology the time is saved and 

confirmation is there with the predicted events. While sitting in any part of the world. We 

can easily work on such as loading, movement through trucks, port process, custom clear, 

transportation, e-documentation, payment confirmation and a lot of things. Due to 

technology one can manage supply chain inventory in number of natures. For example, 

we have Daraz. It is on one click and everything gets engaged. Through this tech, we can 

have a management system, a report, future planning. I feel that the need is coming to 

make our roads and motorways smart and for the better management. Pakistan is coming 

as a major part of BRI. It is the time right now to work on the applications because the 

EFI systems are an old technology. Hybrid is present and electric vehicles re coming up. 

Since the transport units are transforming, I feel there is a need to work with motorways 

and equipped with compatible applications and communications backbones. Such as 5G. 

In order to make motorway compatible we can negotiate with the countries having smart 

cars, smart trucks etc. we also need to work on the inventory as the most of the bulk from 

China or other Asian states will be managing by Pakistan.  To work on inventory and make 

database is important, I believe that Pakistan will have some standing for managing the 

data base. In the end, we need to accept it as reality and we need to keep it as an asset. We 
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need to transform services, inventory and motorway management system with in country 

and inter-country system. We need to work on new innovation that is what my point and 

food for thought for the future. Thank you so much.  
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Annexure B 

Introduction of the Panelists 
 

Mr. Tariq Malik - Former Chief Technology Officer, GHQ 

Mr. Tariq Malik is known for involvement in articulation of 

various national level projects and establishment of imperative 

National IT assets. He has the singular honour of operating as 

Chief Technology Officer, Pakistan Army. Where he had the 

opportunity to bring about change and apply his vision both for 

army and for the rest of the society. Currently he is providing 

consultancy services to International and local organizations on security of their critical 

infrastructure requiring utmost secrecy and security. He is also part of the Government e-

commerce group. 

 

Mr. Ammar Jaffri, Director General, Center of Information Technology (CIT) 

Mr. Ammar Jaffery is Director General, Center of Information 

Technology (CIT). Mr. Jaffery has been the Former Additional 

Director General FIA and Pioneering Head of NRC3. Currently, 

he is heading the initiative of cyber secure Pakistan and engaged 

in awareness campaigns on Cyber Security locally and 

internationally. 
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Mr. Irfan ul Rehman, Chief Information Security Officer, VCISO  

Mr. Irfan ur Rehmaan served as the Former Head of Cyber security 

operations at PTCL. Mr. Irfan ur Rehman is highly experienced in 

Information security, Governance and Risk Assessment. Currently, 

he is engaged in a telecom company, Etisalat Pakistan (PTCL) as 

Senior Manager cyber security Operations Islamabad centre. 

 

 

Barrister Waqas Aziz Qureshi – Senior Law Expert  

Barrister Waqas is the Member Board of Experts, Center for Global 

& Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad. He is the Chairman of the 

Transact Advisory Services where he had the honor to provide 

Legal Consultation to the Government of KP for Industrial 

Cooperation Projects under the CPEC Framework. He is also the 

Chairman Board of Directors and Director General of Strategic 

Studies Institute Islamabad. SSII routinely hosts workshops, seminars and conferences 

focusing on contemporary issues in International Relations, specifically in the realm of 

Strategic Studies, Arms Control and Disarmament, and International Law in order to create 

an effective interface between the country’s public/private sector institutions and policy 

making organizations to facilitate informed decision making. 
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Mr. Shakeel Ahmad Ramay – Renowned Economic Expert  

Mr. Shakeel Ahmad is a renowned economic expert with strong 

background in, global governance, diplomacy, political 

economy, development economic, CPEC, BRI, stakeholder 

engagement, climate change security and diplomacy, climate 

change, UNFCCC negotiation working with parliamentarian, 

environment, food security, carbon financing and economic 

studies, Disaster Risk Management. He has strong and effective 

leadership skills. He has a keen insight into the needs of 

developing countries in today’s world. He is a member of different parliamentary and 

government committees including foreign relation committee, Defence Committee, Human 

right committee, Ministry of Foreign affairs, Human Rights etc. He also teaches negotiation 

skills, conflict transformation and digital diplomacy at Foreign Service Academy of Pakistan. 

 

Mr. Ali Tanveer - Snr Cybersecurity Researcher, NCSAEL  

Mr. Ali is a Cybersecurity enthusiast with an interest in Project 

Management in the same domain. He is currently working as 

Cybersecurity Researcher/ Developer at National Cyber Security 

Auditing and Evaluation Lab under the National Center for Cyber 

Security where he is responsible for providing security during the 

development stages of software systems, networks and the data center. 

With an experience of more than 6 years in Cybersecurity Research and 

Development and Telecommunications, he has been sharing knowledge and expertise 

through national and international platforms such as PISA, CSAP, NCCS, NCSAEL, LIFT, MCS-

NUST and more. He also provides freelance consultation in Cybersecurity Project 

Management. 
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Engr. Tariq Khattak – Entrepreneur & Member Board of Experts, CGSS 

A professional engineer with an ambition to create an impact on 

Pakistani society through the experience gained in working for more 

than a decade in the corporate sector. Entrepreneurial drive, learn 

and adopt a policy, self-taught management & business development 

specialist, trainer, blogger, voice-over artist, and member board of 

experts with a prestigious think tank in Pakistan, Center For Global 

And Strategic Studies, CGSS. Currently M.D at Clan Strategies, an 

international business consultancy firm esp. for Pakistan-Eurasian 

Countries linkages for strengthening trade ties and business matchmakings. General Secretary 

Uzbekistan Pakistan Business Council, mentor to NIC Peshawar startups, senior advisor to The 

Platform by CGSS, mentor Pakistan US Alumni Network for young program Alumni. 


